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FAQs

✓ As an affiliate or local corporate partner with CVMSC am I able to search nationally?
➢ No, you will only be able to search for MBEs within our network. (NC, SC, central, eastern & western VA)
✓ How do I search nationally?
➢ Please contact the affiliate council where the MBE is headquartered.
✓ What is the best way to search?
➢ The NAICS code is the surest way to find the service you are looking for, the next best option is key word
✓ I know there is a MBE certified with CVMSDC, why can’t I find them?
➢ There may be several factors contributing to the absence of a MBE profile. In the event you can’t find a local for CVMSDC affiliate certified MBE, please contact Marjilette Brown -(Marjilette.brown@cvmsdc.org or Anna Jung -jasveen.jung@cvmsdc.org)

1. The MBE is currently in the recertification process and has expired and will not be available for view until recertification application is complete
2. There has been a change in a major component of the MBE information, such as tax id or ownership and the MBE is in compliance review. The MBE will not be available for view until the compliance review is complete.
3. There was an error during transfer from the certification portal to the vendor management portal
4. The MBE has expired and has not renewed
5. The MBE is not in our region
FOR ASSISTANCE POSTING NATIONALLY
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